Abstract. We construct a geometric analog of the analytic surgery group of Higson and Roe for the assembly mapping for free actions of a group with values in a Banach algebra completion of the group algebra. We prove that the geometrically defined group, in analogy with the analytic surgery group, fits into a six term exact sequence with the assembly mapping and also discuss mappings with domain the geometric group. In particular, given two finite dimensional unitary representations of the same rank, we define a map in the spirit of η-type invariants from the geometric group (with respect to assembly for the full group C * -algebra) to the real numbers.
Introduction
Higson and Roe begin their paper [15] with the following statement: "Our aim is to place certain rigidity theorems for the relative eta-invariant into the context of Baum's geometric K-homology theory."
In the current paper, our goal is to take this idea to its natural conclusion; namely, we propose a definition of a geometric version of the analytic surgery group of Higson and Roe. Using this group, we obtain rigidity results for relative η-type invariants using only the framework of geometric cycles (rather than the combination of the geometric and analytic K-homology used in [15] ). In future work, we will link these purely geometrically defined invariants with classical and higher relative η-invariants.
By a geometric analog, we mean a Baum-Douglas type construction, cf. [2, 3] . The link between the analytic surgery group and classical surgery is the topic of the series of papers [12, 13, 14] . The analytic surgery group is an invariant associated with a finitely generated discrete group Γ and a choice C * ǫ (Γ) of a C * -completion of the group ring C[Γ]. In various geometric and analytic applications, the analytic surgery group can often be used as a domain for secondary invariants of the assembly mapping µ ǫ : K * (BΓ) → K * (C * ǫ (Γ)) as defined at the level of geometric cycles in (for example) [35] . This assembly mapping coincides with the Baum-Connes assembly mapping whenever Γ is torsionfree. In the setup of the Baum-Connes conjecture, the reduced completion ǫ = red and the full completion ǫ = full are the most well studied. Other completions have also been studied in [5] . The veracity of the Baum-Connes conjecture for torsionfree discrete groups Γ implies the vanishing of a large number of higher secondary Date: May 11, 2014. invariants of free Γ-actions (see [15, 20, 25] ); in most cases, the relevant completion is the full completion.
The motivation to carry out the construction of such a geometric analog comes from the philosophy behind Baum-Douglas models; by replacing analytic classes by fewer cycles consisting of geometric data, the cycles can be treated by geometric methods. The analytic surgery group of a discrete finitely generated group S an * (Γ) was in [11, 14, 15, 28] constructed by means of coarse geometry as the K-theory of the C * -algebra generated by Γ-invariant pseudolocal controlled operators. Following the philosophy of the Baum-Douglas model, which in [2] treats primary invariants, we treat a geometric model for the analytic surgery group in a way fitting with the secondary invariants coming from higher index theory. A virtue of the model is that it, without any major technical complications, lends itself to a generalization for assembly mappings with values in K-theory of Banach algebras allowing for more flexibility when proving vanishing results of secondary invariants.
This paper is the first in a series of papers. In forthcoming papers, we will apply the geometric model constructed in this paper to vanishing results for η-invariants, higher invariants, and relate our construction with Higson-Roe's analytic model.
To begin, we will give a short review the construction in [28] (also see [11, Chapter 12] , [14] and [15] ). Throughout, Γ denotes a finitely generated group. Assume that C * ǫ (Γ) is some C * -algebra completion of C [Γ] . As in [14] , (X, X, γ), will denote a Γ-presented space. That is,X is a proper geodesic metric space, γ is a free and proper action of Γ onX and X =X/Γ. We will assume that X is compact; often we will require it to be a finite CW-complex. In fact, the reader (if so inclined) could restrict to the case where X is a manifold with fundamental group Γ andX is the universal cover of X. Since the action is free, we have that K Γ * (X) ∼ = K * (X). The assembly mapping that will be of interest to us takes the following form µ X,ǫ : K * (X) → K * (pt; C * ǫ (Γ)), (M, E, ϕ)
where L C * ǫ (Γ) × ΓX denotes the Mishchenko bundle on X associated with the completion C * ǫ (Γ) and the domain and range of this map are defined using Baum-Douglas type cycles (see Definition 2.1 below).
The assembly map can also (see [11, Section 12.5] ) be constructed as follows. Let C ǫ (Γ)-bundle E C * ǫ (Γ) → W and an isomorphism (1) α :
of C * ǫ (Γ)-bundles on M . The data (W, (E C * ǫ (Γ) , E C , α), ϕ) is the prototypical example of a cycle in the geometric model for the analytic surgery group.
Our construction is at present only an analogy, since we do not construct an explicit isomorphism between our geometric group and K * (D * Γ,ǫ (X)). However, the geometric group fits into the required exact sequence (see Theorem 3.8). We do have an explicit map which we believe is an isomorphism, the proof of it being well defined uses the results of [26] heavily. We will consider this question in a forthcoming paper. Despite this fact, results concerning the vanishing/homotopy invariance of η-type invariants can be obtained purely from the geometric group.
The content of the paper. We start the paper with some preliminaries in Section 1. This includes recalling geometric models for K-homology of topological spaces with coefficients in a Banach algebra, a subject to which we found no detailed reference; the proofs of the relevant results are included in Appendix A. We also define the geometric assembly mapping for free actions of a discrete group Γ with values in the K-theory of a Banach algebra completion A(Γ) of C [Γ] . When Γ is torsion-free and the completion A(Γ) is unconditional, this assembly mapping coincides with the assembly mapping for proper actions constructed in Lafforgue's KK ban -theory assuming that an embedding of A(Γ) into a C * -algebra completion of C[Γ] induces an isomorphism on K-theory. Furthermore, in Subsection 1.2 and 1.3, we construct a relative K-theory group for the assembly mapping on K-theory. This is motivated by the need for a K-theory group to describe the vector bundle data in the geometric cycles (e.g., the data (E C * ǫ (Γ) , E C , α) as above in (1)). In Section 2, we define the geometric cycles. These cycles are defined in a general setup depending on the following data: a locally compact Hausdorff space X, a unital Banach algebra B and a locally trivial bundle L → X of finitely generated projective B-modules. A cycle (with respect to this input) is (W, ξ, f ) where W is a spin c -manifold with boundary, f : ∂W → X and ξ is a relative K-theory class for the bundle L analogously to (1) . These cycles modulo the standard type of relation form a /2-graded abelian group S geo * (X, L). The main result of this section, contained in Theorem 3.8, states that S geo * (X, L) fits into a six term exact sequence with the geometric assembly mapping
and L A(Γ) is the Mishchenko bundle defined from A(Γ); we use the notation S geo * (Γ, A) := S geo * (BΓ, L A(Γ) ). A direct advantage is that in the framework of geometric cycles, it is straight forward to construct an exterior product
, whenever Γ 1 and Γ 2 are two discrete groups and A ′′ and A are suitable Banach algebra completions of Γ 2 respectively Γ 1 × Γ 2 . See more in Proposition 4.2. This exterior product was constructed in the analytic framework in [32] .
The cycles in the geometric model for analytic surgery are of a very special form allowing for the construction of various geometric invariants. We consider the construction of such invariants in Section 5. The general set up is somewhat involved, but a particular case is the following one. Here we work with the full group C * -algebra and suppose that we are given two finite dimensional unitary representations of the same rank. These two representations give a cocycle in K 1 (BΓ; R/Z) and from each a map from K * (C * full (Γ)) to K * (C). In section 5, we construct a mapping S geo * (Γ, C * full ) → R that fits into a commuting diagram with exact rows:
Here, the mapping on K geo * (BΓ) is defined by pairing with the cocycle in K 1 (BΓ; R/Z) associated with the two representations and the map on K * (C * full (Γ)) is given by the difference of the maps induced from the representations. Again, the reader should note the analogy with work of Higson and Roe in [15] . However, in Section 5, we construct a higher version of these mappings which relates the six-term exact sequence assoicated with the assembly map with the Bockstein sequence in K-theory associated to the short exact sequence of groups 0 → Z → R → R/Z → 0.
1. Preliminaries 1.1. Baum-Connes mappings. A central object of study in this paper is the Ktheory of Banach algebras associated with discrete finitely generated groups Γ. As we will need to work with fairly general Banach algebras, we will make a notational distinction between general Banach algebras and Banach algebra closures of C[Γ], B for the former and A(Γ) for the latter. For the convenience of the reader we recall the notion of a geometric cycle. Definition 1.1 (cf. [2] ). Assume that X is a locally compact Hausdorff space and B is a unital Banach algebra. A geometric cycle with coefficients in B is a triple (M, E B , ϕ) where (1) M is a compact smooth spin c -manifold. (2) E B → M is a smooth locally trivial bundle of finitely generated projective B-bundle. (3) ϕ : M → X is a continuous mapping. The set of isomorphism classes of geometric cycles with coefficients in B is /2 -graded by the parity of the dimension of M and is equipped with an equivalence relation generated by disjoint union/direct sum, bordism and vector bundle modification. The set of equivalence classes forms a /2 -graded abelian group denoted by K geo * (X; B). The group K geo * (X; B) depends covariantly on X and covariantly on B under homomorphisms of Banach algebras. If B = C, we simply write
The smoothness assumption on the bundle E B → M can be lifted after using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.14 of [31] . Remark 1.2. The definition above of K geo * (X) coincides with the usual definition. We prove in the appendix that K geo * (−; B) forms a generalized homology theory. It is unclear to which extent there exists a natural mapping
defined analytically. Here KK ban denotes Lafforgue's KK-theory for Banach algebras. We provide an abstract condition on B in Appendix A for this mapping to exist and produce an isomorphism for all finite CW -complexes X.
In general, there exists a topological index mapping defining an isomorphism ind
as follows. After replacing B with C(S 1 , B) and using Bott periodicity, it suffices to consider * = 0. If (M, E B ) is a cycle for K geo 0 (pt; B), we choose a spin c -embedding i : M ֒→ R 2N , for some large enough N ; the existence of such an embedding is guaranteed by Lemma 2.1 of [4] . We let
produces the sought after isomorphism (for more details see Lemma A.2).
Definition 1.3 (Assembly along B-bundles).
Assume that X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, B is a Banach algebra and L → X is a locally trivial bundle of projective finitely generated B-bundles. We define
The example of assembly which is absolutely central to this paper comes from discrete groups. Associated with a discrete finitely generated group Γ there is a classifying space for free actions BΓ, which can be chosen to be a CW -complex. The universal property of BΓ states that there is a one-to-one correspondence between free Γ-actions on a topological spaceX such thatX/Γ = X and homotopy classes of mappings u : X → BΓ. Whenever A(Γ) is a Banach algebra closure of C [Γ] such that the Γ-action on C[Γ] extends to a continuous operation on A(Γ) we can construct a Mishchenko bundle
If u : X → BΓ is continuous and X is a smooth manifold, u * L A(Γ) is a flat bundle of A(Γ)-modules. To shorten notation, we define µ A(Γ) := µ L A(Γ) . Remark 1.4. In the case when Γ is torsion-free,
) coincides with the Baum-Connes assembly mapping, see [34, Corollary 2.16] or the more detailed proof in [22] . Such a construction can be carried out by means of a descent construction for X ⊆ BΓ compact, corresponding to a Γ-compactX ⊆ EΓ;
The isomorphism is the natural one arising from that the Γ-action onX is free, the second mapping is the descent mapping and the third mapping is the Kasparov product with a distinguished element [θ X ] ∈ K 0 (C 0 (X) ⋊ red Γ), see more in for instance [33, 34] . Such a construction can in fact be carried out for any C * -algebra completion C * ǫ (Γ) of C[Γ] and coincides with µ C * ǫ (Γ) . A similar descent construction can be carried out using Lafforgue's KK ban for any Banach algebra A(Γ) which is a completion of C[Γ] in an unconditional norm, see more in [21, 33] . This produces an assembly mapping µ
. It is to the authors' knowledge not known whether µ A(Γ) = µ ban A(Γ) in general (see [7, Introduction] ). Proposition 1.5. Assume that Γ is a torsion-free group, A(Γ) and C * ǫ (Γ) is an unconditional Banach algebra completion respectively a C * -algebra completion of C [Γ] and that there is a continuous extension j A,ǫ :
Thus, the Proposition follows from functoriality as
Let us end this subsection with some further remarks about the assembly mapping for torsion-free groups. The Baum-Connes conjecture states that µ C * red (Γ) is an isomorphism, this is a well studied problem to which there to date are no known counterexamples. Motivated by this we say that the Banach algebra completion A(Γ) has the Baum-Connes property if
we say that Γ has the ǫ-Baum-Connes property if µ C * ǫ (Γ) is an isomorphism.
The reader should note that the reason for us to consider rather general Banach algebra completions of C[Γ] is the lack of functoriality of the reduced C * -algebra completion C * red (Γ) that appears in the Baum-Connes conjecture. If Γ is amenable, or more generally K-amenable, the surjection C *
is functorial, it renders the usage of Banach algebras for K-amenable groups unnecessary. In general, a natural candidate for a Banach algebra is ℓ 1 (Γ) which has good functoriality properties. The Bost conjecture is the natural analog of the Baum-Connes conjecture in the case of ℓ 1 (Γ); that is, it conjectures that the ℓ 1 (Γ)-assembly map is an isomorphism. There are no known counterexamples to the Bost conjecture to date. Note that if Γ satisfies the Bost conjecture and has the ǫ-Baum-Connes property for some ǫ then K * (j ℓ 1 ,ǫ ) is an isomorphism and µ ℓ 1 = µ ban ℓ 1 by Proposition 1.5. As remarked above, the unconditional completions of C[Γ] (see more in [33] ) plays a special role as the assembly mapping can be defined on the level of KK 1.2. Relative K-theory considerations. The setup we will use for relative Ktheory groups is a compact Hausdorff space X, a unital Banach algebra B and a B-bundle L → X, i.e., a locally trivial bundle of finitely generated projective right B-modules. The motivation for considering Banach algebras comes from Subsection 1.1 as the example of importance later in this paper is X = BΓ and
. The construction here is based on results in [17] (also see [9] ). For a topological space Y and a Banach algebra D we let K * (Y ; D) denote the K-theory of the Banach algebra C 0 (Y, D).
Let Z be a compact Hausdorff space and Q ⊆ Z a closed subspace. Assume further that there is a fixed continuous map g : Q → X. We will consider two natural KK-theory elements: The first is given by the natural * -homomorphism, C(Z) → C(Q); the second is given by the map µ g,L :
. From these elements, we obtain a map on K-theory given by
Remark 1.6. At this point we note that if A and B are C * -algebras an analogous construction produces a mapping
if L is an A − B-Hilbert bimodule bundle over X. Our geometric model as well as the geometric surgery sequence exists also in this setting. Definition 1.7. Assume that B is a C * -algebra. Letσ be a * -homomorphism in the Cuntz picture of KK-theory whose KK-theory class gives the map σ. Denote
where Cσ is the mapping cone ofσ.
By construction, we have the following exact sequence:
. It is clear from this exact sequence that K * (Z, Q; µ L ), up to isomorphism, does not depend on the choice of KK-elementσ.
. We will now turn to an explicit model for K 0 (Z, Q; µ L ) for a general Banach algebra B. The analogous model for K 1 (Z, Q; µ L ) can be found by, for instance, using a suspension argument.
such that the following diagram commutes:
If Z is a manifold, and Q a sub manifold, we say that ξ is smooth if all the data it contains is smooth. A µ L -relative K-theory cocycle ξ 0 = (E B , 0, E C , 0, α) is called an easy cocycle. We define the opposite cocycle of ξ = (
Remark 1.9. The complicated condition (3) in Definition 1.8 is due to the fact that g * L need not extend to all of Z. It is needed to obtain all cocycles in relative K-theory groups. Condition (3) is, after possibly stabilizing the bundles in their respective fashion, equivalent to the following relation in K 0 (Q; B)
It suffices to consider easy cocycles if L is trivial (for example, see the geometric models considered in [9] ).
The set of isomorphism classes of µ L -relative K-theory cocycles over (Z, Q, g) can be equipped with a semigroup operation:
It is clear that the operation induces an abelian semigroup structure on the set of isomorphism classes of µ L -relative K-theory cocycles. Definition 1.10 (Degenerate cocycles). We say that a µ L -relative K-theory cocycle ξ over (Z, Q, g) is degenerate if it is a direct sum of µ L -relative K-theory cocycles isomorphic to one of the following two forms
and α 0 extends to an isomorphism
It holds by construction that the set of degenerate cocycles is closed under direct sum.
Proof. Follows from the fact that any B-bundle and vector bundle admits a complementary bundle.
There is an equivalent approach to the complicated condition (3) of Definition 1.8. We assume that X is compact allowing us to choose a complementary
N . Using Proposition 1.11, the µ L -relative K-theory cocycles stand in one-to-one correspondence, up to stabilization by degenerate cocycles, with triples (E B , E C ,α) satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.8 but with the complicated condition (3) replaced by that (3')α is an isomorphism of B-bundles
for some m, n, k ∈ AE.
For two isomorphic B-bundles F , F ′ → Q, we let Iso B (F , F ′ ) → Q the locally trivial bundle of isomorphisms.
where π :
There is an obvious extension of the notion of homotopy to isomorphism classes of two µ L -relative K-theory cocycles. The following characterization of homotopy of µ L -relative K-theory cocycles follows from standard approximation arguments. Proposition 1.14. Two isomorphism classes of µ L -relative K-theory cocycles ξ and ξ ′ are homotopic if and only if there exists a µ L -relative K-theory cocycleξ for
If Z is a manifold, and Q a sub manifold, and ξ and ξ ′ are smooth we can in this case takeξ to be smooth. Definition 1.15. Let Gr(Z, Q; µ L ) denote the Grothendieck group of the semigroup of isomorphism classes of µ L -relative K-theory cocycles over (Z, Q, g). We define Gr 0 (Z, Q; µ L ) ⊆ Gr(Z, Q; µ L ) as the subgroup generated by the set of isomorphism classes of degenerate µ L -relative K-theory cocycles. For a cocycle ξ we will denote its class in Gr(Z, Q; µ L ) by [ξ] 0 . We define K 0 (Z, Q; µ L ) as the set of equivalence classes of elements from Gr(Z, Q; µ L ) under the relation generated by homotopy equivalence and degenerate equivalence;
We denote the class of a cocycle ξ in
Proposition 1.16. Any class z ∈ Gr(Z, Q; µ L ) can be written as
where ξ ′ is degenerate.
Proof. The set of classes of the form (3) 
We are now ready to relate the group K 0 (Z, Q; µ L ) to the other K-theory groups. Recall the notation GL ∞ (B) = lim − → GL N (B) for any unital Banach algebra B and
It is clear that δ 0 maps homotopic elements to homotopic cocycles, hence we can define δ :
that respects the homotopy equivalence as well as degenerate equivalence, which induces the mapping ρ. Lemma 1.18. The sequence
is exact.
Proof. It is straight-forward to verify that the sequence is a complex. We will prove exactness from the end to beginning in the sequence. Assume that
. We can write
The fact that x|Q = y ⊗ g * L means that there exists an n ′ ∈ AE and an isomorphism
So the sequence is exact at
If z ∈ ker ρ, it follows that there are K, k
Again, while z ∈ ker ρ there are N, n ′ ∈ AE and a unitary u : 
is as in Definition 1.10, there is a homotopy 
Remark 1.19. The motivation for not only considering easy cocycles is two-fold. The first reason is that our proof of exactness at K 0 (Z; B) ⊕ K 0 (Q) in Lemma 1.18 requires cocycles that are not necessarily easy. The second reason is that if L is non-trivializable, it is unclear how to define a mapping δ from K 1 (Q; B) into a K-theory group generated by easy and degenerate cocycles.
The µ L -relative K-theory inherits a K * (Z)-module structure from its components making the sequence in Lemma 1.18 K 0 (Z)-linear. Let us describe this module structure on the µ L -relative K-theory cocycles.
is constructed as follows; if V → Z is a vector bundle and (E B , F C , α) a µ L -relative K-theory cocycle we define
Proof. It is clear that this tensor product, on the level of cocycles, makes the mappings in Lemma 1.18 K 0 (Z)-linear. To verify that the tensor product induces a well defined map on K-theory, since tensor products with vector bundles preserve homotopy of cocycles, we only need to prove that if ξ is stably degenerate, so is ξ ⊗ V . If (E B
Recall that if π : V → Z is an even-dimensional spin c vector bundle the Bott class β V ∈ K 0 (V ), see [27, Section 2.5], is the generator for the K * (Z)-action on K * (V ). Here K * (Z) act via pullback along π. The appropriate way for us to consider elements of K 0 (V ) is as follows. We can consider S(V ⊕ 1 R ) as a fiber wise one point compactification. This is a sphere bundle π S :
There is a natural embedding V ֒→ S(V ⊕ 1 R ) with dense and open image such that
Whenever π : V → Z is a vector bundle, the two triples (
S (Q)\V |Q ) satisfies our standing assumption. We can define
Proposition 1.21 (Thom isomorphism). Let (Z, Q, g), π : V → Z and β V ∈ K 0 (V ) be as above. The mapping
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The mapping is well defined since
The proposition follows from the fact that the sequence (2) is exact and the analogously defined mappings induce Thom isomorphisms
Proposition 1.22. Let Z be a compact Hausdorff space, Q ⊆ Z a closed subspace and g : Q → X is a continuous map. Then
(1) Let Z ′ be another compact Hausdorff space, Q ′ ⊆ Z ′ a closed subspace, and g ′ : Q ′ → X a continuous map. If g ′ | Q∩Q ′ = g| Q∩Q ′ , then the following sequence is exact:
where the first mapping is defined by ξ → ξ| (Z,Q) ⊕ ξ| (Z ′ ,Q ′ ) and the second mapping by
(2) Let Z ′ be another compact Hausdorff space with Q ⊆ Z ′ a closed subspace, and g ′ : Z ′ → X a continuous map. If g ′ | Q = g, then the following sequence is exact:
where the first mapping is defined by ξ → ξ| (Z,Q) ⊕ ξ C and the second mapping by ξ
Follows from the exactness of the sequence (2), the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for K-theory with coefficients and the nine lemma.
Geometric Cycles
In this section, B denotes a unital Banach algebra, X a locally compact Hausdorff space and L → X a locally trivial bundle of finitely generated projective B-modules. Let us remind the reader that the example to keep in mind is the following one: Γ is a discrete group acting freely and cocompactly onX, B is a Banach algebra completion of C[Γ] and L :=X × Γ B is a flat B-bundle over X :=X/Γ.
(1) W is a smooth compact spin c -manifold with boundary; (2) E B and E ′ B are locally trivial smooth finitely generated projective B-module bundles over W ; (3) E C and E ′ C are smooth Hermitean vector bundles over ∂W ; (4) f : ∂W → X is a continuous map;
is a smooth isomorphism of B-module bundles.
A number of remarks are in order; all are in keeping with the Baum-Douglas model for K-homology. The smoothness assumptions on the B-module bundles can be lifted, see [31, Theorem 3.14] . The manifold in a cycle need not be connected. As such, the bundles can have varying fiber dimensions. A geometric cycle relative to L,
, is even (resp. odd) if the dimension of each of the connected components of W is even (resp. odd) dimensional. Condition 5 of Definition 2.1 guarantees that (
There is a natural definition of isomorphism of cycles and it is often the case that when we refer to a "cycle" we are in fact refering to an "isomorphism class of a cycle". The addition operation on cycles is given by disjoint union (written as∪) and the opposite of cycle is obtained by taking the opposite spin c structure on the manifold in the cycle; taking the opposite is denoted by
(1) Z is a smooth compact spin c -manifold with boundary; (2) W is a smooth compact spin c -manifold with boundary which is a regular domain of ∂Z; (3) E B and E ′ B are smooth B-module bundles over Z; (4) E C and E ′ C are smooth Hermitean vector bundles over ∂Z − int(W );
The boundary of such a bordism is given by
. We say two cycles, ǫ and ǫ ′ are bordant (we write ǫ ∼ bor ǫ ′ ) if ǫ∪ − ǫ ′ is a boundary. 
Remark 2.4. The reader should note that if a cycle of the form (6) is the boundary of a bordism ((Z, W ), (E
Definition 2.5. We say that a cycle (W, ξ, f ) relative to L is degenerate if ξ is a degenerate cocycle (see Definition 1.10). Proposition 2.6. Bordism is an equivalence relation. The set of equivalence classes of geometric cycles relative to L under bordism forms an abelian group and the set of equivalence classes of degenerate geometric cycles a subgroup thereof.
Proof. It is clear that bordism is an equivalence relation. That the set of equivalence classes form an abelian group follows from that for any geometric cycle
is null bordant. The set of equivalence classes of degenerate geometric cycles is closed under disjoint union. If (W, ξ, f ) is degenerate, so is (−W, ξ, f ) and the bordism classes of degenerate cycles is closed under inverse. Proposition 2.7. Let (W, ξ, f ) and (W, ξ ′ , f ) be geometric cycles relative to L. If ξ and ξ ′ are homotopic, then there is a bordism
Proof. By Proposition 1.14, there is a smooth cocycleξ relative to L over (W × If W is a smooth compact spin c -manifold with boundary, f : ∂W → X a continuous mapping and [ξ] ∈ K 0 (W, ∂W ; µ L ); we call the triple (W, [ξ], f ) a cycle relative to L with K-theory data. The notion of bordism as in Definition 2.3 adapts (in a very natural way) to cycles with K-theory data.
Proposition 2.8. The abelian group of bordism classes of geometric cycles relative to L modulo the group of degenerate cycles is isomorphic to the abelian group of bordism classes of geometric cycles relative to L with K-theory data via the mapping
Proof. Since the mapping in Equation (7) takes bordisms to bordisms it produces a well defined mapping on bordism classes. The proof is complete if we can produce an inverse mapping. If we have a cycle with K-theory data (W, [ξ], f ), and represent
, α 2 ) are relative K-theory cocycles. We claim that, modulo degenerate cycles, the bordism class of the cycle (W,
After using the group property of the bordism classes, the third term cancels giving
It ensures that the bordism class of the cycle (W, ξ 1 , f )∪(−W, ξ 2 , f ) modulo degenerate cycles does not depend on the pre image of [ξ] in Gr(W, ∂W ; µ) since equivalent µ-relative K-theory cocycles produce cycles bordant to degenerate cycles. Definition 2.9. Let (W, [ξ], f ) be a cycle with K-theory data and V a smooth spin c -vector bundle over W with even rank. The vector bundle modification of (W, [ξ], f ) by V is defined to be the cycle:
where (1) 1 is the trivial real line bundle over W (i.e., W × R).
(2) W V := S(V ⊕ 1) (i.e., the sphere bundle of E ⊕ 1). Definition 2.10. Let S geo * (X; L) be the Z/2-graded abelian group given by (isomorphism classes of) cycles with K-theory data modulo the equivalence relation generated by (1) Bordism: Bordant cycles are declared to be equivalent. 
Remark 2.12. We could equally well vector bundle modify cycles with vector bundle data using the Bott bundle (see [2, Section 10] ). Since degenerate cycles are closed, and homotopy of cocycles is preserved, under the action of K-theory, the result will modulo degenerate cycles only differ by a boundary. The abelian group S geo * (X; L) can be obtained from cycles with vector bundle data as in Definition 2.10 after adding two more relations: (3) Degenerates are trivial: (W, ξ, f ) ∼ 0 if ξ is degenerate. (4) Direct sum/disjoint union: Given cycles (W, ξ 1 , f ) and (W, ξ 2 , f ), we declare that
Relation with the assembly map
The main result of this section is the proof that the geometric surgery group S geo * (X; L) fits in a six term exact sequence with the assembly mapping µ L : K geo * (X) → K geo * (pt; B). As a first iteration we prove that the six term sequence is a complex (Proposition 3.1) and after adapting the notions of normal bordism to the geometric group S geo * (X; L) in Subsection 3.1, we prove that the six term sequence is exact (Theorem 3.8). The reader should note that the development here is similar to [9, Section 4]. Proposition 3.1. Let X be locally compact and L → X a bundle of projective finitely generated B-modules. If we use the following notation
Proof. That the maps are well-defined follows from the compatiblity of the relations in Definition 2.10 and the relation of the Baum-Douglas model. For example, for the map δ and the bordism relation see Remark 2.4. The details for the rest of the relations are left to the reader.
The bordisms relations in the various geometric models implies that the composition of successive map is zero. The details for r • µ L = 0 are as follows. Suppose
The composition δ • r is clearly zero since cycles in the image of r have empty boundary.
Finally, we consider the case of µ L • δ. As such, let (W, ( Given a manifold with boundary (W, ∂W ), we can produce a normal bundle by taking a neat embedding in
This relation is denoted by ∼ nor .
The next lemma is a standard result in geometric topology (see for example [27, Lemma 4.5.7] ); the lemma that follows it is a natural generalization of [27, Lemma 4.4.3] . We prove the latter for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 3.4. Normal bundles are stably isomorphic (i.e., if N 1 and N 2 are normal bundles for W , then there exists trivial bundles, E 1 and E 2 , such that
Lemma 3.5. If E 1 and E 2 are spin c -vector bundles with even dimensional fibers over a compact spin c -manifold W and (W, ξ, f ) is a cycle, then
where p : S(E 1 ⊕ 1) → W is the projection map.
Proof. We can assume that W is connected, so the ranks of E 1 and E 2 are constant; let us suppose that they are 2n 1 and 2n 2 respectively. We define
We will start by considering the case W = pt. Following the proof of [27, Lemma 4.4.2], we can construct a G-equivariant smooth embedding S 2n1 × S 2n2 ֒→ Ê 2n1+2n2+1 whose image lies inside an annulus
. We let W 0 be the domain lying between the image of
, the external product of the Bott classes, and β|
Returning to the general case, let P 1 → W and P 2 → W denote the spin c -frame
. We define the G-bundle P := P 1 × W P 2 → W and
Using the "straightening the angle"-technique (see [27, Lemma 4.1.9]), we can assume that Z is a smooth manifold with boundary. We note that
If we let π : Z → W and π 0 :
The proof of the next proposition is similar to the proof of [9, Proposition 4.17] (also see [27, Section 4.5]); the proof is left to the reader. Proposition 3.6. The relation of normal bordism of cycles is an equivalence relation. Moreover, it is equal to the relation constructed in Definition 2.10. 
3.2.
Six-term exact sequence. Theorem 3.8. Assume that X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, B is a unital Banach algebra and L → X is a locally trivial bundle of finitely generated projective B-modules. The following sequence is exact
where µ L , r and δ is as in Proposition 3.1.
The reader should recall the basic properties of K 0 (W, ∂W ; µ L ) discussed in Lemma 1.18 and Equation (2) . That the mappings are well defined and that the sequence (8) is a complex follows from Proposition 3.1. The proof will be completed upon showing
It is here that the notion of normal bordism is required. The proof is similar to the proof of [8, Theorem 2.20] , [9, Theorem 4.19] ; it uses ideas from [16] and [27] . 
). The normal bundle, N , may not extend to all of W . However, using Lemma 3.4, we have that if N W is a normal bundle for W , then there exists trivial bundle ǫ over W such that
This completes the first step in the proof; that is, without loss of generality, we can assume that given (W,
The proof is completed by showing r(Z,
. This fact follows from the following bordism
where only the K-theory data, [ξ], requires additional explanation. It is constructed as follows. Let π :
. Exactness implies that this class has a preimage in K 0 (Z × [0, 1], Q; g * µ) and let [ξ] be any such preimage, see Proposition 1. 22 .
The boundary of the bordism, 
. By Corollary 3.7, there exists a normal bundle, N , and a bordism in
N . This completes the proof.
Remark 3.9. We note that there is a version of K-homology modeled on orientable manifolds (see [19] or [15] ). A cycle in this theory for X consists of (M, S, g) where M is an oriented closed manifold, S → M a complex Clifford bundle and g : M → X is continuous. The relations are analogous to the ones above, however vector bundle modification is carried out using oriented vector bundles. That the two models are isomorphic is proven in Section 2.3 of [19] . As a consequence of Theorem 3.8, we can also model S geo * (X; L) using oriented manifolds. To be precise, a cycle in the oriented version is given by (W, (S B , S are Clifford modules on ∂W and g : ∂W → X is a continuous mapping. The isomorphism α should form an isomorphism of certain Clifford B-modules on ∂W .
Products
Let Γ 1 and Γ 2 be two finitely generated discrete groups. In [32] , a product
We define the corresponding product in the context of our geometric model. For simplicity, we assume that both BΓ 1 and BΓ 2 are finite CW-complexes; the general situation follows from this special case using an inductive limit argument.
Assume that
. We will make the assumption that
This condition is satisfied for instance when
The reader can check that (9) guarantees that the mapping
defined at the level of cocycles via
is well-defined. We note that ⊠ is defined by taking the (exterior) tensor product of the pullbacks of bundles under the obvious projection maps.
Proof. It is clear that the pairing respects the disjoint union relation. For the bordism relation in K geo * (BΓ 1 ), we suppose (M, F, g) is the boundary of (M ,F ,g). Then, by applying the "straightening the angle" technique to
we can produce a bordism which has boundary given by
For the bordism relation in S
gives a bordism which has boundary
That the pairing respects vector bundle modification (in both groups) follows from
where V M and V W are spin c -vector bundles with even rank over M and W respectively and p 1 and p 2 are the projections from M × W to the first and (respectively) second factor.
Higher η-type invariants on
In this section, we study η-type invariants on S geo * (Γ, C * ǫ ) in the case of C * -completions. This construction is similar in spirit to the material in [15] (also see [25] ). The reason that we restrict to the C * -algebraic framework is due to the fact that bivariant K-theory for C * -algebras is more well understood and many more tools are available, e.g. techniques such as those applied in [24] . It is not to be expected that these constructions restrict to the C * -algebraic world; however a more explicit understanding of the involved invariants are needed for an analogous Banach algebraic construction.
Let C * ǫ (Γ) denote a C * -algebra completion of C[Γ]. The reader is encouraged to keep the reduced or the universal C * -algebra completion in mind. Using an inductive limit argument, we can, without loss of generality, assume that BΓ is a finite CW-complex. We use the notation L ǫ := EΓ × Γ C * ǫ (Γ) → BΓ for the Mishchenko bundle constructed from the completion C * ǫ (Γ). Let N denote a II 1 -factor and φ : C → N the inclusion of the unit. Given C * -algebras, A and B, let E(A, B) denote the unitary isomorphism classes of Kasparov cycles (see [18, Definition 2.2] ). The input data required for our construction is the following:
Definition 5.1. Let D be a unital C * -algebra and ℵ 0 = (E 1 , E 2 , ϕ) be a cocycle in K 1 (C(BΓ) ⊗ D; R/Z); that is, E 1 and E 2 are D-bundles over BΓ and ϕ : E 1 ⊗ φ N → E 2 ⊗ φ N is a isomorphism of D ⊗ N -bundles (see [1, 17] for more on these cocycles). Also let φ 1 and φ 2 be * -homomorphisms, φ i : C * ǫ (Γ) → D. We assume the following compatiblity between the cocycle and the * -homomorphisms. For i = 1 and 2, let
respectively; the existence of such homotopies is an assumption. Summarizing, the input data is ℵ = ((E 1 , E 2 , ϕ), φ 1 , φ 2 , h 1 , h 2 ).
Example 5.2. The prototypical example of such data comes from the theory of finite dimensional unitary representations. In this example, we must assume that we are working with the full group C * -algebra. Let σ 1 and σ 2 be finite dimensional unitary representation of the group Γ of rank k. In this case, D = M k (C). The bundles, E 1 and E 2 , are not the flat vector bundles usually considered in such constructions; in our case, the relevant bundles are (by definition)
These bundles have matrix fibers, but the construction is equivalent to the standard construction of flat vector bundle (i.e., EΓ × σi C k ). Furthermore, E 1 and E 2 are flat and of the same rank. As such, they are isomorphic after tensoring over the II 1 -factor. The two representations induce * -homomorphisms and natural choices for the homotopies (i.e., h 1 and h 2 ) follow from [30, Lemma 4.2] .
One can generalize the previous example to a pair unitary representations of the group into the unitary group of a unital C * -algebra. In this case, the existence of an isomorphism ϕ is an assumption on the particular representations. Further, one can also consider almost representations (see [7, 23] for more on these objects).
From a given choice of input data ℵ = ((E 1 , E 2 , ϕ), φ 1 , φ 2 , h 1 , h 2 ), we construct a map ind
which fits into a certain exact sequence (see Theorem 5.6). Before constructing this map, we have the following proposition which, like the previous example, motivates the definition of the input data (see Definition 5.1). If ℵ 0 = (E 1 , E 2 , ϕ) is as in Definition 5.1, we define (11) ind
Proposition 5.3. We use the notation of the previous paragraphs (in particular, ℵ and ℵ 0 are as in Definition 5.1). Then, the following diagram commutes
where δ is the map in the Bockstein sequence associated to K-theory with coefficients in R/Z.
Proof. Before beginning the proof, we note that the maps in the diagram are defined at the level of geometric cycles. On the one hand, for the assembly map and φ 1 − φ 2 this is clear. On the other hand, the definition of Bockstein map and pairing at the level of geometric cycles can be found in [9] .
Let (M, E, f ) be a cycle in K geo * (BΓ). Then, based on [9] , we have that
and
That these two cycles give the same class in K geo * (pt; D) follows from the existence of the homotopies h 1 and h 2 .
The next proposition requires us to fix the following notation. Let D be a unital C * -algebra, N a II 1 -factor, and φ : D → D ⊗ N be the unital * -homomorphism given by a → a⊗I. Also let Γ be a discrete group, W a compact spin c -manifold with boundary, f : ∂W → BΓ a continuous map, and ℵ = ((E 1 , E 2 , ϕ), φ 1 , φ 2 , h 1 , h 2 ) be a choice of input data as in Definition 5.1. We will require the following maps between K-theory groups:
is the map induced from the map (defined from bundles to K-theory classes) defined via
to be the map induced from the map at the level of bundles defined via
be the map induced from the map on bundles given by
be the map induced from the map (from cocycles to K-theory classes) defined via
). This completes the argument for the bordism relation.
The proof for the vector bundle modification relation proceeds as follows. Let (W, ξ, f ) be a cycle in S geo (Γ, C * ǫ ) and V a spin c vector bundle of even rank over W . Let W V denote the manifold in the cycle obtained by taking the vector bundle modification of (W, ξ, f ) by V . It follows from the fact that the Thom isomorphism is a natural isomorphism that the following diagram commutes:
where (1) the horizontal maps are obtained from the Thom isomorphism;
This commutative diagram implies that the map respects the vector bundle relation. The proof of Lemma A.4 is similar to the one in [27, Proposition 4.6.8]; it also goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3.8. The proof of the next lemma is also similar to a proof in [27] ; in this case, the relevant proposition is 4.6.7 of [27] . As a direct consequence of this theorem, there is an abstract characterization of Banach algebras for which there exists an analytic index mapping ind a X,B : K geo * (X; B) → KK ban (C 0 (X), B) and it being an isomorphism. It is unclear to the authors when this condition is fulfilled beyond the case B = C. Let χ ∈ C ∞ (R) be a function such that χ(t) = 1 for t >> 0 and χ(t) = −1 for t << 0. We identify a smooth bundle of finitely generated projective B-modules E B → M with a projection p EB ∈ C ∞ (M ; M N (B)), for some N , via Serre-Swan's theorem. The analytic index is given on the level of cycles by for any finite CW -complex X. The isomorphism is the natural, forgetful mapping sending a Kasparov cycle to a KK ban -cycle.
